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Dear Reader,
I would like to welcome
you to the new format
of our annual magazine
“Showcase”; our
marketing team has
completely redesigned this publication both
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in terms of style and content. I hope you find
the presentation and content of interest and
would be delighted to receive your feedback
on any part of it.
You will find in the following articles a number
of projects completed in 2008: we carried out
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Trade Shows & Events
Jim Stewart, MD, takes us
through the busy 2009
schedule

06

INSIDE BEDLAM New
exhibition display for the
Royal College of Physicians

more than 400 projects in the calendar year.
There were many highlights; in the future it will
be hard to beat the design of the new “ship
model cases” at the Art Gallery of Ontario.
Providing showcases with flowing curves
in both directions was certainly a challenge!
In terms of scale, the Museum of Islamic Art
in Doha dwarfs anything else we have ever
accomplished in the past. It contains 3200m2
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of low reflective glass and more than 70
tonnes of steel; all shipped to Qatar to make
over 400 custom designed showcases.
In personal terms, the highlight for me was
winning The Queen’s Award for Enterprise:
International Trade 2008, the UK’s most

10

The Thomson Collection © 2008 Art Gallery of Ontario

prestigious business award which, in my view,
recognises the valuable contribution made by
our staff over the past years.
The challenge to us all in 2009 is to continue
to develop and grow in very demanding
economic times. With innovation and
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continuous quality improvement, we will work
in partnership with our clients to develop high
standard projects and continue to protect
precious exhibits for future generations.
My sincere thanks to you all for your support,
whether client or colleague. I look forward to
working with you all in the future.

Art Gallery of Ontario

The Thomson COLLECTION

OF SHIP MODELS
2

My best regards
John J French , Chairman

National Distinction
for Click Netherfield
The Queen’s Award for
Enterprise : International
Trade 2008
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2009 Trade
Shows & Events

Jim Stewart, Managing Director, Click Netherfield, takes us through the busy 2009 schedule

As we go to press,
we are busy
organising a series of
promotional events
throughout 2009 in
the UK and internationally .
W e’re holding a conference at The V&A along with
Schott to explore Innovative Design for Museum
Display with international speakers. To keep upto-date with our events, please visit our website
www.clicknetherfieldevents.com.
Keeping up the very busy springtime schedule,
we will be joined at The Canadian Museums Annual
Conference and Exhibition in March by Ryan Skorch,

National Distinction
for Click Netherfield

The Queen’s Awards for Enterprise: International Trade 2008
UNITED KINGDOM

Business Development Director from KubikMaltbie, our official distributor for North America.
Not one to rest on his laurels Ryan Skorch will join
us again on the annual conference and exhibition
trail. This time it’s the American Association of
Museums Annual Conference, which is being held
in Philadelphia this year.
Almost directly after The North American
conferences, we’ll be exhibiting at The Museums
& Heritage Show in London. Our subsidiary

West Lothian’s Lord-Lieutenant Isobel

Click Netherfield and West Lothian.”

Click Netherfield

Brydie, Provost Tom Kerr and Council

has been awarded

Chief Executive Alex Linkston were invited

Click Netherfield’s Managing Director Jim

The Queen’s Award

to Click Netherfield’s Livingston factory

for Enterprise :

recently to see their success first-hand.

International Trade

Provost Tom Kerr said: “Congratulations

of all of our employees, whose hard work

2008, the UK’s most

to everyone at Click Netherfield for their

and dedication contributed to the winning

prestigious prize for business

achievement in winning this prestigious

of the award.”

performance. They were honoured

accolade. The Queen’s Award for Enterprise

We’d be delighted to welcome you at these events.
Jim Stewart, Managing Director

in the International Trade category

is one of the top awards in the country,

of the awards, which recognise and

and the hard work by their local workforce

reward outstanding achievement by

played a major role in landing the trophy.

UK companies.

Winning this award is a real coup for both

4

Stewart, added: “We are delighted to be
honoured with this prestigious business
award and extremely proud of the efforts

company TESS Demountable will also be there
with their own range of demountable solutions.
To cap a busy year of conferences and exhibitions,
we’ll be exhibiting at our own UK Museums
Association annual conference and exhibition . This
year’s show is being held in London on October 5th
to 7th 2009.

Click Netherfield

The Thomson Collection © 2008 Art Gallery of Ontario
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Insights

Inside Bedlam with the
family of ‘mad-doctors’
New exhibition display for the Royal College of Physicians, LONDON. Bridget Telfer, Curator,
tells us about Click Netherfield’s involvement

ENGLAND

The Royal College of Physicians has
recently redesigned its exhibition
area within its grade I listed building
by Sir Denys Lasdun, 1959. The six new
display cases commissioned from Click
Netherfield were a key part of this
process – creating a professional and
stylish look for the changing display
of College exhibits.
The Click Netherfield cases needed to be

holidays and unexpected snow fall!

versatile in order to be suitable for the

Installation at the College was never going

display of diverse collections. The College
has built up a magnificent collection of books,
manuscripts, portraits and medical artefacts,
since its foundation by Henry VIII in 1518.

cases be carried up to the first floor area
via Sir Denys Lasdun’s winding central
staircase! The Click Netherfield team

For the protection and preservation of

cheerfully overcame this obstacle, calling in

the historical collections, the new cases

extra manpower for the lifting.

needed to conform to the highest display

Commissioning exhibition cases, that

standards. The Click Netherfield cases,
which incorporate 11.5 mm laminate
glass (that conforms to BS5544), Abloy
high security locks and humidity control
(through the use of Art Sorb cassettes)
meet these stringent requirements.
The new exhibition space was launched with
an exciting display entitled: ‘Inside Bedlam
with the family of mad-doctors’, until the
29th May 2009. Due to the increased
security of the new Click Netherfield cases
the College was successful in securing

Photography © The Royal College of Physicians, London

to be easy. The small lifts required the

important loans from the Science Museum,
Bethlem Royal Hospital Archive and Museum,
and the Royal Pharmaceutical Society to be
displayed alongside its own artefacts.

meet your institution’s needs and conform
to the highest of museum standards, is
a complex business. Click Netherfield’s
knowledgeable team were able to offer
advice and support throughout the project,
resulting in a fantastic outcome.
The Museum collections in the College and
exhibition ‘Inside Bedlam with the family of
mad-doctors’ are open to the public Monday
– Friday 9am-5pm and are free to visit. The
exhibition focuses on the years between
1728 and 1855, when four generations of
one family became an infamous dynasty of
‘mad-doctors’ – they were the Monros. This
display explores their time as physicians at
the notorious Bethlem Royal Hospital for

There was a tight timeline between the

more than 120 years, and the reforms that

commissioning of the Click Netherfield

have led to modern psychiatry.

cases and the start of the new exhibition,
which opened on 26th January 2009. Click
Netherfield’s professionalism ensured that
they were able to meet this deadline, and

Bridget Telfer, Curator
Royal College of Physicians
www.rcplondon.ac.uk/heritage

cope with the disruption of the Christmas
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Insights

THE UNIVERSITY oF
ST ANDREWS UNVEILS
ITS PRECIOUS
COLLECTIONS

Neil Wilson from MkW Design Partnership enlightens the creation of MUSA

SCOTLAND

Approaching its 600th anniversary,
the prestigious Scottish University
opens MUSA, its brand new Museum.
The Museum of the University of St
Andrews provided the opportunity
for us to renew the creative
relationship that we have experienced
in working with Click Netherfield on
other museum projects.

This project offered the ideal challenge for

and geological specimens. The glass tops of

all of us as designers and manufacturers

these cases had to be 35mm thick to allow

to work in collaboration to achieve

visitors to safely walk on them.

the best possible result for the client.

Click Netherfield rose magnificently to all

The project brief was to tell the story of
Scotland’s first university as it approaches
its 600th anniversary, through their unique

of these challenges and played a significant
part in the success of the project.

collections of scientific instruments, silver,

Neil Wilson

stained glass and other artefacts. Some of

MkW Design Partnership

these treasures required the highest security,

www.mkwdesign.co.uk

while they all needed to be lit sensitively.
We devised the concept of a story wall
that integrated the graphic treatment with
the display of these objects as a seamless
entity. Click Netherfield developed a new
desk case using a unique sliding drawer
system that proved highly successful in
improving access to the displays.
The University’s collection of 3 silver arrows
and 70 archery medals from the 17th and
18th centuries were displayed in a single
glass case over 4 metres in length, raised
and lowered for access by means of an
electric lift mechanism operated by remote
control. The same method was used to
access three cases set into the gallery
floor that displayed archaeological finds
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Insights

refurbishment
of the Carnegie
Museum

Photography © JLA

Photography © JLA

James Dibble from Equal Studio takes us
through the exciting design journey

SCOTLAND

REBIRTH OF THE PICASSO
MUSEUM IN ANTIBES

Laetitia Morand, architect partner of Pierre-Antoine Gatier, chief heritage
buildings architect, presents the project
FRANCE

The Picasso Museum
of Antibes, set up in
the Grimaldi Castle on
the seafront, reopened
in July 2008. A complete refurbishment
campaign of the listed building, launched in
2006, has led to the definition of stunning
exhibition spaces in all the castle rooms.

Andrew Carnegie Birthplace Museum,
located in the Heritage Quarter of his
hometown of Dunfermline in Scotland,
has recently undergone a major
refurbishment. Equal Studio was
appointed by the Carnegie Dunfermline
Trust to redesign the present museum,
opening in March 2009.

Andrew Carnegie was in his time the richest

communication media (appealing to a more

man in the world and with the fortune he

varied audience) with the eclectic objects that

made from business in America, he turned

form the museum collection.

to philanthropy and interests in education

Having reviewed the museum’s objects and

and the arts.

were appointed to design and install a suite of

is an impressive double-height building

new cases to house this valuable collection

commissioned by his wife as a memorial after

under appropriate environmental conditions.

his death, that adjoins the small cottage where

One particularly complex challenge that

he was born.

arose during the design development stage

For the last 25 years the main gallery has

was to seamlessly incorporate a touch-

The refurbishment and fit-out project of

The bespoke cases have been developed

been without any natural light. One of Equal’s

screen interactive unit inside a showcase

the Picasso Museum has been developed

for the project with this concern in mind.

first aims was to get daylight back into the

ensuring that all heat generated from the

to make modernity enter this historical

With their uncluttered fronts and their

building as its architect James Shearer originally

equipment was removed. The showcase

building, while preserving the magic spirit

minimalist materials, they are perfectly

intended in 1925. To ensure achieving the

was also designed to allow the future

of the place, the memories of Antibes and

integrated in the existing architecture.

required lux levels for the objects, a ’stained

removal of the unit should it no longer be

Picasso’s influence.

They include all the equipment necessary

glass’ graphic application depicting high points

required. The collaboration between 3d

With the Museum curator Jean-Louis

for the presentation, conservation and

in Andrew Carnegie’s life has been used to

designer, av hardware supplier and showcase

security of the exhibits (fibre optic lighting,

balance light entering the building and being

manufacturer, was successfully managed by

the integration of the technical elements

vents, anti-bandit glass, etc).

backlit, can be viewed from the outside at night.

Grant Hawthorne, Senior Project Manager at

involved in the modernisation of the

Laetitia Morand, partner architect

A more involving approach has been

Click Netherfield.

implemented to tell the story of Andrew

James Dibble, Director

Andral, we have ensured a strong focus on

museum, while preserving the original
materials and spaces.

Pierre-Antoine Gatier Architects

Carnegie’s life and the role of philanthropy
today through integrating new interactive
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their existing showcases, Click Netherfield

The Andrew Carnegie Birthplace Museum

Equal Studio

Musée d’Art Islamique de Doha. Photographie © Lois Lammerhuber
11

Courtesy of the Museum of Islamic Art. Photography © Lois Lammerhuber

FOCUS

THE MAKING OF A Masterpiece
12

I.M. PEi’S ICONIC MUSEUM
OF ISLAMIC ART IN DOHA
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FOCUS
INTERVIEW
With award-winning I. M. Pei
as the architect, galleries
designed by internationally
renowned Jean-Michel
Wilmotte, and world leading
UK based Click Netherfield
responsible for the

QATAR

Tower contains the 50m-high main atrium,
Opened on 1st December FOCUS 2: AGO 			
and the Museum Galleries.
2008 by His Highness
Gallery design
the Emir Sheik
Approvals
and Hamad
credits bin
The Exhibition Galleries have an area of
Khalifa al-Thani in a storm
Writer Approval
Ok
4,225m² within Not
the 35,500m²
building.
needed
ofMuseum
blue and goldApproval
fireworks, the museum takes
Pictures location
AGO
folder
They are organised in a regular geometric
the
visitor on a magical journey across cultures
Credits/Captions
and through time with over 800 exhibits

pattern, with open views from gallery

showcasing, the Museum of

spanning 3 continents and 1300 years.

to gallery. This preserves the quality of

Islamic Art in Qatar stands as

Jean-Michel Wilmotte gives us an

organisation of I.M. Pei’s overall design.
Each gallery has a number of large

a formidable and magnificent

interesting insight into the interior design

edifice housing a dazzling

central space is left open, for showcases or
Project Overview
_____________________________________________________________________________
objects on open display.
The Museum of Islamic Art was
The dark architectural finishes - Louro Faya
commissioned by the State of Qatar to place
wood and Porphyry stone - were selected
Doha on the cultural map of the world. I.M.Pei,
for their rich and subtle texture that does
the award-winning architect of the Louvre
not intrude on the delicate intricacy of the
Pyramid, was selected to design the building.
Islamic artefacts.
Inspired by the ablutions fountain of the
Innovative technology
Ibn Touloun mosque in Cairo, he modelled a

collection of Islamic art.

of the museum:

stone monolith that responds to the bright
and changing environment of Doha. The
museum is built on an artificial island. It is
divided in two parts. A large base houses

Courtesy of the Museum of Islamic Art. Photography © Lois Lammerhuber

the Education Centre and offices. The

showcases recessed into the walls. The

The artefacts are displayed within their
own “sacred” space, framed by the
showcases, which were engineered to
minimise their visual impact.

The wall recessed cases and the other
fixed central
| CANADA
| cases vanish inside the walls
and ceilings. The support structures are
minimised or concealed. The glass has
been coated to reduce the distracting
reflections of the lights or the visitors
on the surface. A maximum flexibility of
display was achieved by using the largest
sheets of non-reflective glass currently
available, up to 3 x 4.4m. The design also
includes movable free-standing or tabletop showcases, which allow the curators to
change the layout of the gallery to match
the developments in the collection.
The light fixtures are recessed into the
ceiling and remote-controlled using a laptop
computer. Accent lighting is achieved with
fibre optics. The light sources are hidden from
view in technical areas. This also helps to
shield the artefacts from the damaging infrared light. The galleries are also equipped with
a special IT network that serves a flexible
layout of multi-media kiosks.
Jean-Michelle Wilmotte
Wilmotte et Associés

‘‘

Museum of Islamic Art situated 60m off the Doha Corniche on an island of reclaimed land. Photography © Courtesy of the Museum of Islamic Art

The Museum of Islamic Art in Doha is the largest
project that Click Netherfield has ever undertaken,
involving complex logistics and electro-mechanical
opening systems for some of the biggest cases ever
constructed” Mike Chaplin, Technical Director, Click Netherfield
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FOCUS

Light and
curves for
a stunning
display

FOCUS 3: TUTANKHAMUN |TRAVELLING EXHIBITION|
Approvals and credits

Writer Approval
Museum Approval
Pictures location
Credits/Captions

YES
Not needed

TUT folder
None needed

‘‘

CANADA

“We are honoured and thrilled to be part

Ryan Skorch, Projects and Development

century masterpiece by Peter Paul Rubens,

Click Netherfield has teamed

of the Transformation of AGO, and to

Director, Kubik-Maltbie, as “an exquisite and

The Massacre of the Innocents.

up with Kubik-Maltbie, leading

work with outstanding partners like Gehry

incredibly complex design.” The curved glass

Two, Gehry International designed,

museum specialists, as part of an

International and Kubik-Maltbie” said

case geometry required for this ground-

‘roomettes’ one in black slate, the other

innovative and exciting project

Mike Chaplin, Technical Director of Click

breaking concept demanded rigorous test

in copper tiles create intimate spaces

with the Art Gallery of Ontario,

Netherfield. “We believe the result is one

design, and pushed the latest computer

to view various exquisite works. “The

Toronto. Together they have

of the most dramatic museum showcase

aided design technology to the absolute

range of materials used in the cases and

created a range of beautiful

projects in the world.”

limits. The resulting amazing wave-profile

displays throughout, gold leaf, galvanized

displays, environments and

The Thomson Collection of Ship Models is

glass showcases demonstrate the ability of

metal, polished copper, huge sheets of

unique showcases to house the

one of the largest ever assembled, with

Click Netherfield to turn vision into reality.

mitred glass, were all selected and used to

remarkable Thomson Collections

examples from the Napoleonic era through

The Thomson Collection of European Art

complement the rooms, the gallery and the

The Click Netherfield
Kubik-Maltbie team
was the ideal partner for
this project. They are an
amazing team that was
consistently able to pull
off what often seemed
impossible.”

of Ship Models and European Art,

to the 20th century. The models are housed

features over 900 Medieval, Renaissance

collection,” said Skorch “we believe these

Linda Milrod, Program Director,

on view to the public for the first

in a series of spectacular Gehry designed

and Baroque works of art, the highlight of

displays set a new standard for museums

Transformation AGO Project

time from 14th November 2008.

curved glass showcases described by

which is the recently rediscovered 17th

and galleries.”
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The Thomson Collection © 2008 Art Gallery of Ontario

The Thomson Collection © 2008 Art Gallery of Ontario

The Thomson Collection © 2008 Art Gallery of Ontario

Spectacular Environments at the Art
Gallery of Ontario, the Thomson Collection
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FOCUS

Protecting the
treasures of
Tutankhamun

From Vienna to Atlanta:
the journey of two grand exhibitions

EUROPE AND USA

Two exhibitions dedicated to the
celebrated Pharaoh have been
travelling across Europe and
the US since 2007. The precious
artefacts are exhibited in TESS
demountable and modular
cases, perfectly adapted to the
travelling and temporary nature
of the events.

The renowned exhibitions, Tutankhamun

18 or 19 in the ninth year of his reign (1323 B.C.).

and the Golden Age of the Pharaohs

The exhibitions offer glimpses of ancient

and Tutankhamun and the World of the
Pharaohs, are organised by National
Geographic, Arts and Exhibitions
International and AEG Exhibitions, with
cooperation from the Egyptian Supreme
Council of Antiquities.

100-year period when Egypt was at the
height of its power and the “golden age” of
Egyptian artistry. They focus on the figures
who guided ancient Egypt more than 3,000
years ago and tell the amazing story of the

The young pharaoh was one of the last kings

young king and other 18th Dynasty royals

of Egypt’s 18th Dynasty and ruled during a

as well as several non-royal individuals.

crucial period of Egyptian history. He died

Tutankhamun’s burial objects are displayed,

under mysterious circumstances around age
18

Egypt and explore the 18th Dynasty, a

including his royal diadem, the gold crown

cases, specially designed for sustainable

“Tutankhamun and the Golden Age of the

discovered encircling the head of his

touring and temporary exhibitions.

Pharaohs” has already drawn 5 million

mummified body and one of the gold and

Assembled and dismantled by the museum

visitors worldwide.   On view at the Dallas

precious stone inlaid canopic coffinettes

team, these flexible solutions have been

Museum of Art from the beginning of

that contained his mummified internal

used all along the exhibitions’ journeys to

2009, the exhibition will continue to San

organs. A 3-meter statue, the largest

ensure the protection and conservation of

Francisco’s de Young Museum in June of

image of Tutankhamun ever found, is

the precious exhibits whilst allowing the

2009.

also exhibited, along with other precious

public to discover the stunning artefacts.

objects from the Valley of the Kings.

Adapted to evolving exhibitions, they were

“Tutankhamun and the World of the

To house these extremely valuable

designed to accept lighting headers and

exhibits, the organisers have chosen TESS
demountable and modular elegant display

changing graphics, suited to the language
of the area.

Pharaohs” began at the Ethnological
Museum in Vienna from 9 March to 28
September 2008. This exhibition continued
to Atlanta and will continue to Indianapolis.
19

INTERVIEW
Innovative showcases and new exhibition spaces as local museum expands

Reinvention of
Ballymoney Museum
Ballymoney Museum,
which aims to tell the
history of the local area,
has recently moved to
a beautiful new building and undergone
a complete reinvention of its exhibitions
spaces. Scheduled to open on 1st May

local and touring exhibitions; and the Glass

aspect is the ability to turn around all

link, an area that acts as a resource centre

shop drawings quickly in order that the

for research and genealogy.

manufacturing time scale and overall project

The exhibits aim to deliver the themes in

programme could remain on schedule.

an engaging format utilising various display

Have you had to face a particular challenge

elements such as new showcases which are

for this project?

collection rich and display a wide and varied

One of the unique requirements that needed

range of historical artefacts, audio visual touch-

to be met was the change in environmental

2009, the Museum will allow visitors to

screens showing new film and archive material.

discover local life through a modern and

What was Click Netherfield’s role in the project?

multi-bay display cases.

elegant design.

Click Netherfield’s role on this particular

Due to a wide range of artefacts of mixed

Responsible for the design of the new

project has been the task of taking the

galleries, Haley Sharpe Design has
developed interesting concepts, which are
highlighted here by Mr Viresh Patel.
Could you introduce the project?
The project was conceived by Ballymoney
Borough Council and so far has been a
collaboration between the Council itself,
the Causeway Museum Service and Haley
Sharpe Design. Patton Fit-Out have been
appointed as the main exhibit fit-out
contractors with whom Click Netherfield
are working closely. The Museum is directly
linked to the refurbished Town Hall in

initial designs for the display cases from
Haley Sharpe Design and detailing the
specifications to meet all the technical
requirements. Robert Swan, Project
Manager, has been working closely with
Haley Sharpe Design to ensure that the
initial briefs and original design intent are
being followed. This has had to be done in
coordination with Patton’s exhibit fit-out
details to ensure that the cases are tailored
to fit in with the overall style of the exhibition.
Click Netherfield will also be responsible for
delivery and installation of the cases on site.

Ballymoney.

What have you appreciated about the

What will be on display?

collaboration with Click Netherfield?

The museum spaces currently occupy
approximately 190sq.m and are divided
into three distinct areas: the Permanent
Exhibition, which tells the story of the
people and town of Ballymoney; the
Temporary Exhibition Space, which houses

20

Haley Sharpe Design has greatly appreciated
the general efficiency of Click Netherfield

conditioning within specific sections of two

material being displayed together, it was
essential that the conservation requirements
were met as stipulated by the institutions that
are loaning their collection for display.

haley Sharpe design

One resolve for this was to identify the

Haley Sharpe Design is an award-

conservator’s requirements for individual

winning consultative practice providing

artefacts and segregate the objects within

comprehensive skills in the heritage

the case by using a glass divider panel. These

interpretative and design sector.

individual bays were then controlled with a

Formed in 1982 as a multi-disciplinary

mechanical air handling unit as opposed to the
others which would be controlled via passive
air handling using Pro-Sorb sheets.

design team, we have fostered the
expertise to create a unique co-ordinated
design approach. Working in close

Viresh Patel, Senior Project Designer

collaboration with clients, we create

Haley Sharpe Design

original interpretative schemes and
designs that communicate effectively
with audiences, combining academic

Top Right: Temporary Exhibition (Opening

integrity, involvement, fun and

exhibition) - “Where motorcycling reigns”

entertainment. Haley Sharpe Design

regards to dealing with technical responses to

Bottom Right: Permanent Exhibition (Dual

provide the best solutions in order to complete

the UK, the Middle East, Southern Africa

stories) – “The Story of Ballymoney” & “The

a challenging project. Another commendable

and North America.

History of Motorcycle Road Racing”

in all aspects of the project, especially with

works worldwide through our offices in

Image © Hayley Sharpe Design

NORTHERN IRELAND

Image © Hayley Sharpe Design

An Interview with Viresh Patel, Senior Project Designer, Haley Sharpe Design
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INTERVIEW

Birth of a grand cultural space in the heart of Leeds

Innovative new
galleries in Leeds
An interview with John Redman, Partner at Redman Design
ENGLAND

Opened in September
2008, the New Leeds
City Museum is a
major landmark cultural project
developed by Leeds Museums
and Galleries. This complex
project has seen the successful

John Redman, who led the Redman Design team,

What was Click Netherfield’s role?

takes us through the experience that has led to

Click Netherfield has worked closely with

the creation of this impressive environment.

the design and museum team to define the

Could you describe the project?

display cases for the new galleries. They

The new Leeds City Museum is a £29.6m
project, which has transformed the Grade
II* listed Leeds Mechanics Institute building
into a new museum packed with stimulating
displays and multi-faceted visitor experiences.

have designed, built and installed over 100
high quality showcases in harmony with the
overall design of the galleries. They have
helped the team to solve some difficult
issues such as building the 7m case in the
Natural World gallery and provided a very

collaboration between designers

Appointed to join the Leeds museum team

Redman Design, main contractor

in 2004, Redman Design developed the

Beck Interiors and showcase

concepts and designed the detail for the

What was your inspiration for this

exhibits, all aimed at celebrating the story

sophisticated exhibition design?

of the city and showcasing its world class

Through a series of workshops with the client

collections. The result is a vibrant and colourful

team we re-established the vision for the

manufacturer Click Netherfield.
redman design

museum which vividly interprets the story

City Museum, explored the potential of the

Established in 1990, Redman Design

of this dynamic city, selectively revealing and

collections, identified what stories could be

is a specialist interpretative design

highlighting aspects to interest, inform and

told and what were the priorities for display.

consultancy. We have more than

excite a diverse array of visitors.

Learning objectives were agreed and a plan

80 successful projects all over the

What kind of exhibitions are featured ?

for audience development and consultation

country. The range of our work includes
heritage, culture, sciences and the arts.
Many of these have been successful
HLF funded projects, where we’ve
been involved from initial studies,
master planning and submissions
through development and design, to
implementation and completion,. Our
team makes a major contribution to
creating museums and visitor centres
that are entertaining, informative, fun
and accessible.
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good quality finish.

Six exciting new galleries have been created
across four floors of this historic building in
the heart of Leeds. Visitors are immediately
drawn into the central Arena space, where
giant screens suspended from the ceiling
show scenes of Leeds and its people. The

established. We worked closely with the
client and building design teams to define
requirements for the new exhibitions, review
options and maximize the potential of the
building in the provision of galleries, public
spaces, back of house facilities and circulation.

Ancient Worlds gallery is home to the city’s

What is unique about this project?

spectacular archaeology collections. The

This job required great flexibility in designing

Leeds Gallery tells the story of the city from

displays as we were required to display objects

its earliest days right up to the present. The

that had previously only been in storage. We

Collectors’ Cabinet display celebrates local

have employed a wide variety of techniques

collectors. The World Cultures gallery’s first

and media to stimulate the senses and

display features Africa, and over time this will

communicate effectively with people of all ages,

change to focus on other cultures.

backgrounds and learning styles. A wide range

of interpretative techniques is used throughout
the new museum and the use of audio visual
media was seen from the earliest stage as an
important ingredient in the visitor experience.
John Redman, Project Partner
Redman Associates
www.redman-design.com

‘‘

The project was a complex
installation even for our
experienced team; this was
mainly due to density of the exhibitory within
the galleries and the stringent programme
period. As a Specialist Main Contractor,
choosing the correct team to work hand in
hand with our own to deliver a project like this
is essential. Maintaining the quality and focus
on detail is the key to success.
Wherever possible we
commission specialists that we know

repeatedly deliver to an exceptional
standard, teams we trust and follow the
same working ethos as our own. Click
Netherfield is a specialist showcase
manufacturer that we have successfully
worked with for over 10 years.
One cannot under estimate the necessity
of a team approach with a single vision
for success. Click Netherfield provide this
on all our projects regardless of location
and our working relationship allows
us to repeatedly produce outstanding
projects together. The Leeds City Museum
is no exception and clearly complements
both our own and Click Netherfield’s
individual skills as a seamless installation.”
Graham Wakeford, Director

‘‘

The Leeds City
Museum is one
of the most prestigious
museum developments
in the country, requiring
high quality design and
installation. The display
cases make a major
contribution to the drama
and general ambience of
the galleries.”
Martin Gresswell, Project Development

Officer, Leeds City Museum

Beck Interiors
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HIGHLIGHTS

Illuminating Museums

By Mark Sutton Vane, Principal, Sutton Vane Associates
Mark Sutton Vane IALD PLDA
After taking a degree in Architecture
Mark started manufacturing light fittings

wonderful thing. It

longer than in younger people. If people can

The primary purpose

get used to low levels over say a minute or

of museum display

two, then they will be able to see comfortably

cases is to provide

can see surprisingly

Laserium laser shows in

and it can see in

and they will not think the exhibits are gloomy.
Once eyes have adapted down to lower levels,

the London Planetarium.

bright sunlight: a huge range. But

Mark moved back into Architectural

sometimes visitors to museums

even a glimpse of a higher level.

lighting design and in 1995 he started

complain that some galleries

Sutton Vane Associates which works

When my practice lit “The First Emperor

are not bright enough.

– China’s Terracotta Army” at the British

One of the most important drivers of museum

Museum, the very first exhibit was a painted

the adaptation must not be thrown away by

Figure 1: Over the year the gallery RH (green line) varies from 15-64% with much of the winter months
below 30% RH. The RH within a display case with silica gel (blue line) the RH fluctuates within 5% of the
average gallery condition of 45%.

protection for the
objects whilst allowing them to
be safely viewed by our users.
This can be for security or to mitigate a
potentially hostile environment and extend
the useful lifetime of the objects.

terracotta warrior. His lighting had to be under

In 1978 the late Garry Thomson wrote ‘There

50 lux. So the route into the exhibition was

is something inelegant in the mass of energy-

carefully designed with gently falling light levels

consuming machinery needed to maintain

that the visitors did not notice. By the time the

constant RH…Thus the trend must be towards

visitors got their first sight of the first warrior

simplicity, reliability and cheapness. We cannot

length of exposure. 50 lux is a typical level

their eyes were adapted and he looked bright.

of course prophesy what will be developed,

humidity control systems could not be

requested by museums to keep light damage

Visitors do not want museums that appear

but I would guess that it will include means

operated for health and safety reasons and

Sutton Vane Associates lit the

to an acceptable degree.

dim or sad. Wherever possible we should

for stabilising the RH in showcases without

silica gel was introduced into some display

phenomenally successful First Emperor

50 lux is a low level, typical shop lighting is 500

design the perception of gloom out of our

machinery…’ Today as we are challenged

cases to mitigate major fluctuations in RH.

with reducing our carbon footprint, we can

A simplified technique for measuring the

use techniques proposed by workers such

air exchange rate was developed which

as Thomson to reduce the need for energy

allowed the study of performance against

inefficient environmental control and in many

quantity of silica gel and the air exchange

instances provide a maintenance free preventive

rate of the display case. Where the mean

conservation solution within display cases.

yearly average gallery RH is within acceptable

Well sealed cases – normally less than 0.5

limits it is possible with low air exchange

air changes per day- can be used to provide

cases to stabilise a display case to around

relative humidity conditions that are different

the average annual RH preventing very high

from the exhibition space using buffers such

or low seasonal extremes without having to

as silica gel. The use of silica gel to help control

recondition and replace the silica gel.

relative humidity (RH) has been practised for

The figure above illustrates how a display

over 30 years but results have not always met

case can provide stability over a whole year,

with success. One of the main variables is the

preventing the display case environment

air tightness of the display case and while it

dropping to the very low winter levels

has become common in the UK to specify an

experienced in the gallery which may be

air exchange rate for new display cases it has

detrimental to the objects. Well designed

only recently become viable to test more than

and constructed display cases with known

Andy Calver, Conservation Officer

a handful of cases for compliance.

air exchange rates are essential for this low

St Albans Museums

In a recent project the museums relative

energy approach to environmental control.

www.stalbanmuseums.org.uk

The practice has designed lighting for:
The National Museum of Ireland, The
National Museum of Saudi Arabia, the
Royal Saudi Air Force Museum and
temporary exhibitions at The V&A and
the Natural History Museum.

- China’s Terracotta Army at the British
Museum.
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levels. In older people this adaptation time is

well in moonlight

carries out many museum projects.

By Andrew Calver, Conservation Officer, St Albans Museums

The human eye is a

and designed lighting. He then ran the

in all fields of lighting design, though it

Preventive conservation
and display cases

lighting design is the non-negotiable need to
protect artefacts from damage. Organic and
other artefacts can be damaged by visible
light; the amount of damage is reduced by
lowering the light levels and controlling the

lux or more, but people can see at 50 lux. The

museums.

problem of perceived gloom is not all caused

Mark Sutton Vane IALD PLDA Principal

by the light levels. The problem is often caused

Sutton Vane Associates

by eyes taking time to get used to low light

www.sva.co.uk

Andy Calver ACR begun his conservation
career at the British Museum and has
since worked at Nottingham Museums,
Museum of London and is currently
Conservation Officer for St Albans
Museums Service.
He has a particular interest in the use of
display cases and storage enclosures
as energy efficient means of preventive
conservation. He studied archaeological
conservation at Cardiff University, is
an accredited member of the Institute
for Conservation and in 2002 was
presented with the Anna Plowden
Award for Research and Innovation
in Conservation for developing a
simple technique for measuring the air
exchange of display cases.
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How safe is
your showcase?
is too much for its use? What should have

to a criminal? Screening of your personnel

well as in shops,

priority: safety and security or handling the

is a necessity, not just once, but periodically.

offices and banks,

showcase?

Research tells that more than 80% of all thefts

showcases are

In official test reports the resistance of glass is

in museums are committed with help from the

normally expressed in the NEN-norm. But be

inside.

aware: during the Rijksmuseum’s renovation

Finally, it is very important that you are aware

we found out that test reports are not always

of every unlawful movement of the showcase.

correct and the glass did not meet the required

This is easily obtained by using a RFID object

standards.

security system. By now there is quite a choice

The main question is: will the showcase provide

For example: in the Netherlands National War

of these systems available. But not many are

the required protection against vandalism and

and Resistance Museum a thief broke the

reliable and easy to install.

will it protect your objects against theft? Is it an

safety glass of a showcase with a brick and

RFID technology is used nowadays in many

alternative for physical security?

stole a copy of Adolf Hitler’s book Mein Kampf.

museums around the globe.

Within the museum security business it is

Because of the special safety glass, this had
been thought impossible. Indeed, the glass had

Well screened and trained security personnel

common knowledge that security guards pay
less attention to showcases with art objects

never been tested!

than to paintings on the walls. They keep a

Whose blunder is it? It is a fact that the client

system, tested showcases – in this order –

close eye on visitors who carelessly approach

does not always specify exactly what he

provide as much safety as can be expected.

a painting too closely. Does this mean that

wants from the glass he is ordering. But he

This also applies when using the expression

touching a showcase is an innocent gesture,

is responsible for the correct and detailed

“as safe as the Bank of England”.

which can be allowed? What can go wrong

specifications; he has to tell the manufacturer

with touching a showcase?

what he wants, which use of the showcase is

Willem Hekman, Security Advisor

In 2007 a showcase in the Rijksmuseum

foreseen, etc. Then the supplier can make the

in Amsterdam was often touched and –

right showcase.

although you could not notice – was moved

As a reputable showcase supplier, Click

very slightly. Very slowly the very costly

Netherfield has been working with high

art objects in the showcase slid sideways to

standard glass manufacturers for forty years

the very edge of the board in the showcase.

and always draw the attention of the client

Fortunately a security guard noticed it and

to the specific needs in terms of structural

prevented a disaster by closing the exhibition

integrity and security of the cases. They

hall for the public and notifying a manager.

use laminated anti-bandit glass rated at BS

Showcases are made of plexiglass or glass.

EN:356P4A or higher, which provides a secure

Will this give you the proper resistance against

environment for artefacts.

vandalism? How do you know? Which type

Showcases are locked, but who has the key?

of glass is used? Has it been tested? What will

How trustworthy are your guards and are

happen when the weight of the security glass

you sure that they will not copy the key to sell

used for goods and
services, but also to exhibit art
objects. Their shapes and design
are numerous.
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combined with a well organised follow-up
by security guards, an up-to-date security

Click netherfield Distribution Network

Rijksmuseum Amsterdam

AUSTRALIA

Greece

SINGAPORE

www.rijksmuseum.nl

Click Systems Pty Ltd

ANACO Ltd

ClickNetherfield (SEA) Private Limited

130 Broderick Road, CORIO, Victoria 3214
Mr Lloyd Fordham
Mr Doug Fordham

Vouliagmenis 117 & Kritonos 2
GR-166 74 Glyfada, ATTIKI
Mr Costas Anagnostou
Mr Stelios Anagnostou
(AS/RS Dept.ANACO)
T: 30 210 960 0915

Block 16, Kallang Place, #04-11, SINGAPORE 339156
Mr Steil Tan
T: +65 629 68813

Willem Hekman has worked as Head of
Security and Security Advisor of the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam since 2004.
His mission was to improve the
standards of the security organisation
in the museum and to co-operate with

T: 61 3 5274 1133

Design Craft
8 Tralee Street, Hume, ACT 2620
Mr Bob Fenderson MD
Mr Phil Quartly
T: 02 6290 4989

Dick Drent (Head of Security in the Van

EGYPT

Gogh Museum) in a project of creating

Anglo Egyptian Showcase Company

one Central Control Room for (at least)

Techno Master
6/5 El Waleed Tower-Maadi, 11435 CAIRO
Mr Abdel Monim
T: 202 702 8230 / 702 8240

two museums.

Japan
BeZONE Co., Ltd
7-6-7-302 Akasaka,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-0052, Japan
Mr Lyuta Tanaka
T:+81-3-3582-0570

TURKEY
NIK INSAATT TICARET LTD, Sti
Ortaklar Caddesi Yonet
Apartmani No. 27 D.6
Mecidiyekoy – 34 394 – Istanbul
Nuri Ozer Erbay
T:+ 90 212 347 38 15

USA
ClickNetherfield (USA) Ltd
708 Fellowship Road, MOUNT LAUREL, NJ 08054,
Maltbie
Mr Ryan Skorch
T: +1 856 234 3448
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ClickNetherfield

In museums as

Courtesy of the Museum of Islamic Art. Photography © Lois Lammerhuber

By Willem Hekman, Security Advisor, Rijksmuseum

Photography © Zed Photography

Click Netherfield Ltd
The Glassworks
Grange Road
Houstoun Industrial Estate
Livingston
EH54 5DE
Scotland
T +44 1506 835200
F +44 1506 835201
www.clicknetherfield.com
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